
# Project Title Client profile Project Overview

1 HR - Attendance, 
Leave and Travel 
Management

World's largest 
automotive 
company and 
several domestic 
and multi-national 
organisations

An integrated Attendance, Leave and Travel management system
that has a bi-directional integration with SAP and SuccessFactor.
Attendance and Leave policy check in each form, view and workflow
for total digitisation. SSO-based web-portal with completely different
user-interface for Direct and Indirect employees adapted to their
working and priorities. Multi-level approval matrix with conditional
workflows and document repository. More than 35 reports for team
members, managers, HODs, Cost-Centre owners, payroll team etc.
Ticket-based service desk. 

2 Shopfloor Execution 
Visibility and Work-
Order Automation

India's top 
aerospace company 
and several other 
manufacturing 
organisations

Production Control System to provide complete visibility of shop-
floor. Designed for maximum uptime, the system has been running
for years without any downtime. Provides real-time analytics to
operators, supervisors, Production Head, Plant Head etc. Solution
comprises of Real-time Dashboards, SAP interface, barcode printing
interface, application on handheld terminals and web-portal for
management. Posting in SAP handle work order status, operation
status, document posting, inventory udpate thus providing a single-
seamless system to users of SAP and KaiNext (PCS).

3 Computer Vision 
based Automated 
Defect Identification 
System

India's leading 
aerospace company 
and several other 
manufacturing 
organisations

A cloud-based intelligent computer vision software system that
enables quality control inspectors to quickly check industrial in-
process parts for defects. The software identifies detects and checks
dimensions before marking the part as OK or NOT-OKAY. With more
than 2500 variants and different shapes and sizes of each part, the
system helps identify defective parts on the production line
consistently. Unknown defects in unknown areas complement the
operator in his work. Parts are sent to review board and auditors take
a final call whether the defective parts should be sent for rework or
scrapped.
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4 Solid-Waste 
Collection and 
Transportation 
System

Offshore Client Dry Wate Management System is need of hour. Earth is getting
polluted and dumped with unnecessary and unregulated waste. Most
of the houselholds wants to be part of swach bharat but are not
aware of the platforms to participate. DWMS empowers citizens with
right tool and awareness about handling daily waste and monitoring
the waste salvage in the best of the eco friendly means. DWMS
project is portal and app based initiavtive to resolve waste
management issues and help city corporations to record and monitor
contractor's performance and help society as a whole. DWMS is
based on IOT platform which monitors and provide real time
information on vehicle movement, bin locators, total waste collected
per day, tips on how to make compost at home, events on waste
mangement, citizen compalints, service request for corporates,
hotels, banquets etc. all through mobile application.

5 Customised CRM Major distributor of 
world's leading 
luxury car 
manufacturer and 
several other 
corporate customers

CRM solution to manage contacts, leads, opportunities, quotations,
customers and track payments. Requiring minimal data entry by
operators, system allows users to focus on sales and provides inputs
to managers in helping their team when required. Quotation module
has configurable formulae and cost-calculation embedded for
preparing quotes at the click of a button for the product, various
addons and service packages. Android and iOS mobile app to their
customers provides quick overview of purchases with historical data. 

6 Paperless Canteen 
Automation System

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate and 
several other 
customers

Paperless canteen operations for employees using existing
Attendance and Access Cards. Solution included providing custom-
designed hardware and software. Rugged Canteen POS machines in
anodised aluminum enclosure powered by Raspberry Pi single-board
computer (SBC) with power-backup, RFID card reader and Two Touch-
Screen colour display. POS software runs on Rasbian Linux. Web-
portal runs on server and auto-synchronises with POS machines when
online. Fast processing, handles huge rush during lunch and dinner
time with 100% accuracy. Provides variety of reports to Operators,
Canteen Contractors, Employees and HR/IR department users.
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7 Stores Automation 
System

World's leading Oil 
and Gas multi-
national company 
and several other 
customers

To control and monitor flow of material within the factory premises,
the stores automation software, is integrated with BaaN/Infor ERP
software in real-time. The solution comprises of a web-based portal
software and client software that runs on handheld terminals of
material movement operators and store managers. Automation
through barcode helps in quick identification, movement and
traceability. Full-kit module helps operators in picking the right parts
for each BOQ faster. Internal Movement Order (IMO) based control
in the software helps in monitoring real-time status, location and
quantity of material across the factory premises. IMO also helps in
measuring performance and operational costs.

8 Supplier Quality 
Management 
System 

World's leading Oil 
and Gas multi-
national company 
and several other 
customers

Supplier Quality Management software was designed for our
customer to monitor and control material used in production process
by their suppliers. Based on the purchase order (PO) and material
test specifications (MTS) shared by customer, the software allows
suppliers to identify and work on material that confirm to the MTS
and avoid rejection while delivering to the customer. The software
allows suppliers to create Sales Order from customer PO and
thereafter helps in managing Production Order, BOQ, Route-Card,
Purchase Requistions, Test Certificates, inventory and dispatch.
Software enables suppliers to deliver material alongwith the required
test certificates, system-generated Certificate of Confirmity (CoC),
delivery challans and invoice's. System provides complete traceability
of material right from customer premises back to supplier and their
sub-suppliers.

9 CrimeAnalyser Premier intelligence 
wing of Homeland 
Security at National 
and State levels

Since past 13 years, we have been working closely with State Crime
Record Bureaus (SCRB) through our CrimeAnalyser software. The
software has been highly applauded and finds mention by senior IPS
officers and head of Criminal Investigation Department (CID). It helps
in timely preparation and publishing of approx. 700 pages of state's
Crime Statistics explained through tables, charts and commentary.
Commentary is updated automatically by the software in english and
other regional language's. The software is integrated with National
Crime Record Bureau's software and work is in progress for
integrating the same with Crime and Criminal Tracking Network &
Systems (CCTNS) software.
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10 Composite Life 
Tracking System

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate and 
several other 
customers

Composite is the most expensive raw material in aerospace and
Defence manufacturing. "Tracking Life of Composite" system if of
prime importance for tracking the correct life of composites used
before manufacturing to minimize loss and fatalities involved in
aerospace domain. TLC is the most efficient way of management of
raw material right from acceptance of raw material till manufacturing
stage in the most effective manner. 

11 Integrated Coupon 
Vending System

UK's leading Bank 
and several other 
customers

Employee satisfaction and system Integration is need of hour. Every
new employee added in the HR system needs to be automatically
synchronised across various systems of the organization. Canteen is
one thing where employees needs to be added on real time and avail
benefits as per policies of the organization. Coupon vending is one
system where employee once added in the HR system automatically
gets added in canteen system to avail the benefits of canteen. 

12 Integration platform 
for Johnson 
Control's (Tyco) 
Kantech  Access 
Control & Canon's 
Milestone Video 
Management 
System

One of the Top-5 IT 
Consultancy firms in 
India

Client had implemented state-of-the-art perimeter security systems,
namely, Access Control, Surveillance and Fire Protection, at various
facilities, across the country. Instead of monitoring each system in it’s
respective software console, security team at the client wanted a
single-console view of the various security systems. The integration
platform provides real-time view of events and alarms. It also allows
to view surveillance video of respective events generated by 3rd
party security systems. Additionally, various customised reports are
available in the system that can be either viewed or time-scheduled
for email to the stakeholders. 
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13 Personnel 
Recruitment and 
Planning Software

Government A government customer wanted to upgrade their central Personnel
Recruitment and Planning Software (PRP) to address current and
future business requirements. The delivered web-based software is
robust, scalable and flexible. Users can design their own forms,
modify existing forms, manage input fields, define workflows and
design reports as per their requirement. Bulk data import and export
module helps in importing data from their old system in a controlled
batch manner. The system tracks new joinees, employee promotions
and employee separation. There are a huge number of variances in
type of employee, their selection profile, skill-sets, grades,
designations, financial details, accidents etc and the software helps
personnel with minimal computer skills easily manage the trove of
records with ease. A huge number of operational, planning,
compliance and event-based reports are pre-designed in the software 
for immediate use. 

14 Integration platform 
for Johnson 
Control's (Tyco) 
Kantech Door Access 
Control System 
(DACS), IDTeck's 
StartWatch DACS 
and SAP

One of the Top-5 IT 
Consultancy firms in 
India

Client wanted to automatically create timesheets for their huge
workforce distributed across geographical locations using data from
multiple access control systems and SAP. Earlier system used to
process the attendance in several hours. Using Teamnet software,
client is now able to generate attendance for employees, across
facilities within 15 minutes. Within the given time-period system
calculates attendance based on organisation policies and shift details
and updates the same in SAP. The software has been in active service
for more than a decade now.
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15 Contractor 
Compliance 
Monitoring System

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate and 
several other 
customers

To be compliant with the labour laws of the country, client wanted
it's manufacturing facilties to use a software that manages, monitors
and notifies of the compliance level of their contractors and contract
workers. Based on a simple workflow and integrated with gatepass
sytsem, the software ensures compliance right from the factory
gates. Variety of reports and dashboard help the compliance and
security team to have a better idea of the current and upcoming
requirements from their contractors/workers. The software has a
built-in forms designer, report builder and workflow manager that
helps client in updating the software inline with change in
government laws. 

16 Hotel Benchmarking 
Software

Swiss Government Financial tool (software) to benchmark hotels, identify performance,
compare revenue generation, visualise cost-breakdown, compare
overall profitability, generate income statement, balance sheet, profit
and loss statements. The cockpit module helps in quickly previewing
critical financial indicators while making changes to various
operational parameters. Export reports in PDF formats and share
them over email. Multi-lingual interface with support for English,
German, French and Itallian. Allows to consolidate financial data from
various hotels for comparison and analysis.

17 POS software with 
Billing, Inventory 
and Accounting

Premier Retail Chain 
and several other 
customers

Client wanted Android tablet based wireless POS systems across their
retail chain for fast and accurate processing of customer purchases.
The solution comprises of server based web-portal and android POS
app that work on tablets. Over bluetooth the tablets and POS Printers
are connected wirelessly. In addition to POS based features, the
solution also helps in managing inventory and transporting the same
from their warehouses. The system was designed to work under
heavy load and can easily process huge queues of shoppers. It is also
very easy to add new POS stations to handle seasonal rush of
shoppers. The system also handles day-end activities and helps in
quick reconciliation of transactions with added benefit of automated
GST calculations.
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18 Portal software for 
Small Business 
Owners

Offshore Client Portal for Small-Business Owners in the neighbourhood to be able to
advertise their business easily using videos. The portal allows users to
record videos of themselves, their stores, their products etc and
upload them in their account online. The complete system was built
on linux and can handle huge number of video conversions, uploads
while streaming content to a larger audience. This software was
developed for the client and maintained for a period of 1 year before
handing over the same to their IT team. Communities could be
created and members grow their own communities through the
portal.

19 Vehicle Testing - 
Track Booking 
System

Government Project done for one of the country's premier automotive track
owners. Automotive OEMs are required to test their vehicles on
these tracks and submit test reports to the government body before
launching the vehicles in market. Total digitisation initiative where all
business functions are covered in the software, starting with, online
appointments, confirmation and booking, track usage upto handling
of payments. A number of role-based reports as per the
requirements of the organisation have been designed and made
available in the web-based software. 

20 Campus Attendance 
Software

India's premier 
Education group and 
several other 
institutes

Using RFID Attendance and ID cards, student and faculty punches are
captured in each lecture. Based on the policies of the institute,
attendance is marked for the student in respective lectures. Solution
consists of RFID Cards, Card Printers, Accessories, RFID Readers, RFID
Server software and Portal Server software. Campus portal allows to
manage institutes, classrooms, timetables, faculties, students and
administrative supervisors. Campus portal provides status of whether
the reader in each classroom is online or offline with headcount
details. Several reports as required by the institute are generated
from the software. Specific reports are scheduled for delivery to
parents over email. Graphical dashboards are provided for quick
analytics to each user-role.
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21 Full-Kit based 
Material and 
Inventory Control 
Software

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate

Material and Inventory Control Software (MICOS) was designed for
our client to improve the performance of organization resources
through integrated planning, operations and control using Theory of
Constraints (TOC) model. The software is integrated with BaaN ERP
and MatrixOne PLM software. Software handles Heirarchical BOMs,
Full-Kit system, Documents, Parts, Material Status, Availability Plan
etc. The solution comprises of Application Server, Job Scheduler,
Interfaces, Real-time Dashboards, Portal and .NET based client on
handheld barcode terminals. 

22 Visitor Management 
and Movement 
Tracking in Real-
Time

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate and 
several other 
customers

A complete Vistior Management and Tracking system using Active as
well as Passive RFID technology. The software is integrated with Door
and Turnstile Access Control System for seamless access and security.
Authorised employees create visitor appointments in the portal with
workflow based approval process. SMS notification is sent to
respective visitors with Appointment ID and instructions for visit. At
security gate, visitor details are captured alongwith photograph and
Appointment ID from SMS. Active-RFID based Visitor Card is given to
each visitor for real-time movement tracking using RFID Readers
installed across the plant premises. Based on appointment, system
automatically grants/revokes access on facility doors and turnstiles.
Overstay and other alerts are sent out in real-time to notify security
personnel of any deviation. 

23 Asset Management 
and Tracking System 
using Barcode and 
RFID

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate and 
several other 
customers

Asset management and tracking software for industrial and non-
industrial assets using Barcode / RFID tags and handheld Barcode /
RFID terminals running Windows and Android OS. Assets are created
in the software and tagged for identification. Several details of the
asset are captured and preventive maintenance schedule if required,
is defined for respective assets. At scheduled intervals, physical count
of assets with their location details is recorded across various
facilities. System tracks ownership changes, maintenance checks,
asset transfers, asset movement and depreciation throughout the
lifecycle of the asset. A comprehensive asset register is made
available to the stakeholders with historical data starting with
procurement, stores, issual, returns, movements, transfers etc.
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24 Corporate Library 
Automation with 
Self check-in / check-
out using RFID

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate

This solution was exclusively designed for customer to enable self
check-in and check-out of books from their organisation library by
employees. Employees are able to enter and exit the library using
their access cards on the library door. Each book is tagged with RFID
labels and has a check-in and check-out reader for issual and return.
Through a collaboration portal, employees can check status of each
book, employee who has issued the same, request queues, tentative
date of return etc as well as place request for new books to be added
to the library collection. House-keeping and other maintenance
personnel are assigned cards to take care of the library premises.
Maintenance schedule is communicated to employees in advance so
that they avoid visiting library during such hours.

25 Multi-Spectral 
Fingerprint 
Authentication

Government Regular fingerprint scanners suffer from wet finger, dry finger, dirty
or greased fingers and gummy fingers. To overcome this limitation,
client wanted to integrate multi-spectral fingerprint scanners in their
existing process. A standalone software module is provided to
manage users, their fingerprints and authenticate the same in real-
time. The feedback of whether the user is valid or invalid is then
passed securely to client software for further processing.

26 Face Detection from 
Surveillance 
Cameras

Multiple customers A POC to demonstrate automated headcount monitoring at facility
entrance and exit using face recognition technology. The system can
detect several faces across various camera streams in real-time to
calculate the number of personnel inside the organisation. The
software displays headcount and total number of personnel visiting
the premises per hour of the day. Snapshot of each face is recorded
with timestamp for reviewing. Black-list management helps notify
security personnel when a barred person tries to enter the facility.
System runs on normal workstation with Intel i7 processor and 16 GB
RAM.
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27 RFID-Biometric 
Attendance and 
Vehicle Tracking for 
Employees and 
Contractors with 
Payroll integration

India's top 
engineering 
conglomerate and 
several other 
customers

RFID card-based and fingerprint-based integrated attendance
solution to capture employee and contractor attendance on daily
basis. A comprehensive card/fingerprint, attendance, overtime and
reader management module is designed to help HR and IR teams
monitor the planned vs actual headcount across facilities. Contractor
Work Permit with renewals and documentary compliance is managed
through the software. Employees arriving by cars are provided RFID
tags for pasting on car's windsheild for automated identification using
Long-Range RFID Readers integrated with Boom-Barriers. Data from
the software is provided to payroll team for month-end processing. 

28 Several software and 
system for Defense

Government and 
Defense

We work closely with defense forces and have been providing
customisation services as well as custom-designed softwares as per
their requirements. Custom-designed softwares include Refit
Management with Stability Calculator, Spares Management, eRound
Monitoring System, Gangway Monitoring Software, Personnel
Tracking software, GIS-based softwares etc. Softwares for Data
Analytics and Machine Learning have been exclusively designed.
Several custom-designed hardware products have also been
delivered.

29 Integration Platform 
for Multi-Vendor 
Access Control 
Systems with 
reporting and 
notification

Several enterprise 
and corporate 
customers, domestic 
and multi-national

A single software platform to consolidate and manage data from
multiple brand of access control systems. Based on the data,
condition-based events are triggered for timely notification to users.
Various customised reports and views are provided that help security
and facility management personnel work with utmost productivity
and ease-of-use. A standardised interface allows operators to
perform their duties more efficiently thereby improving the security
standards of the organisation. Some access control OEMs have
provided SDK for bi-directional integration of card/badge data, access
levels, events and alarms. Software allows users to create facilities,
define entry and exit gates, create floors, doors, define IN and OUT
readers, assign cameras to doors and monitor these in real-time.
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30 Invoice Automation 
System

World's leading 
Logistics Company

Customer is a global logistics provider with presence in over 160
countries. We were assigned the task of digitising their invoicing
process. The linkage of Assembly parts, Tax invoices, Delivery
Challans and Excise Challans were all connected through the
automated system which otherwise were managed in silos of each
department. The software provides real-time information with value-
added reports and analytics. Since the implementation of the
software, process efficiency has improved thereby reducing
processing time by 5 hours per day. Error-rate has reduced
substantially by 24% thereby enhancing their end-customer
experience and overall satisfaction of various teams.

31 Content Distribution 
and Signage 
Management

World's leading 
Industrial 
Automation 
Company and 
World's leading 
Energy Corporation

Solution involved providing thin-clients as well as android-based
computing devices for connecting with large displays/Televisions and
content management software. Content management software helps
in playing selected content on each display unit over scheduled time-
intervals. CMS synchronises the content across display units and
enables remote administration from single-console. Variety of
content formats like powerpoint slides, movies, pictures (slideshow)
are managed by CMS and played on the display units. Calendar
module helps pre-define content for single-day or to playback the
same on repeated intervals. In event of emergency, content switches
to image showing floor-plan with entry and exit points. Emergency
phone numbers are run as banner on top of the image during
emergencies.
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